
60 GRAND DESIGNS

SPONSORED PRODUCT

N
ot all homes need decorative skirting 

boards and wainscoting. A modern style 

can be achieved by the inclusion of 

clean lines, flush finishes and distinctive edges. 

Not only will a shadowline add a modern detail, it 

can often be used instead of traditional skirting 

and architraves.

A shadowline ceiling finish can replace a 

decorative cornice at the top of the wall and 

can be matched with shadowline door jambs 

and skirtings. When created with the traditional 

metal angle method, these are often prone to 

misalignment. They also have the potential to 

create a messy shadowline groove where the 

plaster is finished.

In contrast, the Intrim Shadowline SK800 

Skirting and Doorjamb system is designed to 

be installed prior to the plaster. The plaster is 

finished to the skirting board or door jamb ridges, 

providing a strong, aesthetically pleasing finish. 

This tried and tested system is now the preferred 

choice for carpenters as it can save up to 30 

per cent on installation time and also offers a 

superior finish at a lower cost.

Homeowners love the look of the sharp, 

clean lines finished flush with the wall, while 

the product still provides protection from 

knocks from the vacuum or kids playing. Intrim 

Shadowline can be used to create a dramatic 

effect where the timber skirting moulding follows 

the steps on a staircase, as seen in this project 

completed by Ultimate Doors & Joinery.

Intrim Shadowline is available in either a single 

or two-piece design. The two-piece option 

allows for the removal of the bottom piece of 

skirting, which is then re-fixed after flooring 

such as timber is installed. This is a much smarter 

option than having to install Scotia, a moulding 

that is commonly used to cover any gaps 

between skirting and timber floors.

Available in a range of skirting and groove 

sizes, Intrim Shadowline gives you the flexibility 

to select the perfect timber moulding height to 

match the scale of your grand design. 

Intrim was founded in 1993 by the Quinsey 

family in Picton and has grown to become one of 

Australia’s leaders in finely crafted quality timber 

mouldings, skirting, architraves and handrails 

for residential homes and commercial buildings. 

Australian owned and operated, the company is 

committed to manufacturing locally, supporting 

local community through job creation and 

investing in state-of-the-art equipment and 

processes. Innovation, reducing environmental 

impact and helping customers make their 

interiors spectacular are what drive the team 

at Intrim. Take a look at projects using Intrim 

Mouldings on the website gallery and Instagram, 

Facebook and LinkedIn.

For more information on the large range of 

timber mouldings, order samples, and to explore 

the SK800 Shadowline Skirting and Doorjamb 

system, visit the Intrim Mouldings website at 

intrimmouldings.com.au   
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MODERN EDGE
Shadowline skirting, the ultimate in contemporary design
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